
Practice the ____________ word list & mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

1 syllable 2 syllable 3 syllable

low lemur ladybug

lime lightning liberate

late lumber leotard

line lagoon laminate

loot lazy lasagna

leap laptop layover

lake locate lioness

loose lucky lumberyard

leg lion library

lot landed luxury

leaf lizard lavender

large loafer lithium

lip llama liquefy

lab lava licorice

less lasso logical

look longest loitering

lead louder laboring

loop lunchbox leadership

loss landscape legacy

lend larger listening

loud lender lawnmower

lie lady liberty

lean letter location

law ladder lottery

light lemon lemonade
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Practice word list ____________ & mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

1 2 3

mellow rely filler

calling holler cologne

relay yellow relax

below pillow roller

unless only early

gallery else alliance

sailor valley hello

reliable violin elevator

gallon naturally barley

totally dandelion California

July foolish marshmallow

pulling calling bowling

useless alcove hollow

balance swallow color

dollar solid aluminum

halo celery totally

goalie popular solitude

bowling challenge agility

pollinate kilometer follow

talent colony jewelry

dialing children caterpillar

salute salad salvation

alligator volcano calendar

Colorado trolley Halloween

delightful Illinois buffalo
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Practice word list ____________ & mark the     as you say it with your best speech.

1 2 3

mail haul owl

call crawl all

real animal appeal

bell camel awful

snail cereal Brazil

retail eel chapel

deal fossil frugal

dial gerbil shovel

spell natural signal

wall royal sandal

canal candle travel

nickel kneel bowl

vessel seal jail

rival pal mole

metal squirrel weasel

heel school tool

teal coal fuel

pearl shall pool

scale coral oval

towel yell cattle

fingernail gruel until

salute pixel wool

quill steal cell

peel rail curl

frail hotel dual
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